
Family adventures
start here
Enjoy the water with a YAM 350 TAf and join the

thousands of happy owners cruising round the ports,

marinas and inland waters of Europe. With the longest

waterline in the range, this 350 TAf delivers and

enjoyable, comfortable and stable ride whilst still being

lightweight and robust.

All YAM models share the Yamaha reputation for proven

reliability – and durability that's really long-lasting. The

hulls and keels are designed for maximum practicality,

agility and performance with a comfortable, stable and

secure ride

Just add a stylish Yamaha outboard, with its world class

performance and supreme reliability – for an unbeatable

package.

Ideal family boat and large yacht

tender

Air pump included for quick set-up and

get-away

Perfectly paired with a Yamaha 25hp

Outboard

Rigid aluminium hull for comfort and

stability

V-shaped hull and  at  oor on 310TAf

& 350TAf

Flat  oor for superior loading and

passenger comfort

Easy handling and great

manoeuverability

Light, strong aluminium oars with

easy-stow clips

Reinforced transom for Yamaha

outboard motor
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Family adventures start here
Dive straight into the action. Our largest model is extremely easy to handle, making getting out onto

the water a breeze. Agile handling and resilient construction make it the perfect partner for any

adventure.

The super lightweight hull is super strong too, providing con dence in choppy waters. Spacious bow

storage houses the anchor and all your essential equipment, whilst the  at deck allows for easy

boarding and additional storage.

Choose your perfect seating setup, with the options of an open boat or bench seat with two console

options; one with additional storage, making it ideal for families.
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Aluminium V-hulls – really tough
and comfortable

When it comes to delivering a true all-

rounder, the smart, anti-slip aluminium V-

hull helps take the performance of these

models up to another level. They add to

the stability, comfort and general 'feel' of

these light and easy-handling in atables,

really adding to the enjoyment and fun

and enjoyment of being out on the water.

Seating to suit you

Choose from a tiller steer or a bench and

steering console, with the option of

additional storage.

Smart Storage

The spacious anchor locker in the bow is

ideal to keeping all your essential gear tidy

and dry, leaving more space for people and

luggage on the deck.

Functional Flat Deck

Step aboard in style as the  at deck of

this craft o ers an easier boarding

experience, particularly from a yacht,

along with plenty of space for  shing

gear, picnic baskets or anything you want

to bring along on your adventure.

Built To Last

For maximum strength and good looks, all

YAM in atables are constructed using the

latest generation PVC material, with

most seams and joints thermo-welded for

optimum water tightness and safety. The

result is a smart, clean exterior surface

that is highly resistant to abrasion, salt

water and sunlight.

Built to take the pressure
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In atable speci cations

Overall length 3.53 m
Beam 1.56 m
Max. persons 4 + 1 (adults + child)
Max engine power 18.4 kw / 25hp
No of air chambers 3
Stowed dimensions 310 x 120 x 63 cm
Floor material/type Aluminium
Hull weight 78 kg
Max load capacity 550 kg
Max tube diameter 41 cm
Shaft length Long
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Vessel may be shown with optional accessories. Accessories may vary in certain markets. Please contact

your local dealer for more information.

All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance

in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.

Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal  otation device

and safety equipment when boating. YAM is a Registered Trade Mark of Yamaha Motor Europe NV
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